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The Monster of MalmesburyThe Monster of Malmesbury
(and Magdalen Hall = Hertford College!)(and Magdalen Hall = Hertford College!)

Hobbes deniesHobbes denies
–– immaterial substance;immaterial substance;
–– witchcraft;witchcraft;
–– reliance on revelation.reliance on revelation.
Hobbes assertsHobbes asserts
–– universal determinism;universal determinism;
–– obedience to sovereignobedience to sovereign

in religion and morals.in religion and morals.
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HobbesHobbes’’
LeviathanLeviathan (1651) (1651)

In the state ofIn the state of
nature, the life ofnature, the life of
man is man is ‘‘solitarysolitary,,
poore, nasty,poore, nasty,
brutish and shortbrutish and short’’..
The only solutionThe only solution
is is absoluteabsolute
sovereignty.sovereignty.
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HobbesHobbes’’ Materialism Materialism

Hobbes, like Descartes, is a plenist, but heHobbes, like Descartes, is a plenist, but he
recognises recognises onlyonly material substance, and does material substance, and does
so on logical grounds:so on logical grounds:

““When men make a name of two Names, whoseWhen men make a name of two Names, whose
significations are contradictory and inconsistentsignifications are contradictory and inconsistent””,,
the result is the result is ““but insignificant soundsbut insignificant sounds””, , ““as thisas this
name, an name, an incorporeall bodyincorporeall body, or (which is all one) an, or (which is all one) an
incorporeall substanceincorporeall substance””.        .        LeviathanLeviathan ch. 4 ch. 4

So DescartesSo Descartes’’ supposed mental  supposed mental ““immaterialimmaterial
substancesubstance”” is a contradiction in terms! is a contradiction in terms!
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HobbesHobbes’’ Compatibilism Compatibilism

Hobbes is the first classic Hobbes is the first classic compatibilistcompatibilist,,
who takes who takes determinismdeterminism (i.e. all that (i.e. all that
happens is completely determined byhappens is completely determined by
causal laws) to be fully compatible withcausal laws) to be fully compatible with
genuine free will.genuine free will.

““LLIBERTYIBERTY, or F, or FREEDOMEREEDOME, signifieth (properly) the, signifieth (properly) the
absence of Opposition (by Opposition, I meanabsence of Opposition (by Opposition, I mean
externall Impediments of motion;) externall Impediments of motion;) ……    A A FFREE-REE-
MANMAN, , is he, that in those things, which by hisis he, that in those things, which by his
strength and wit he is able to do, is not hindredstrength and wit he is able to do, is not hindred
to doe what he has a will to.to doe what he has a will to.””

LeviathanLeviathan ch. 21 ch. 21
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Materialism and AtheismMaterialism and Atheism
Hence for Hobbes, all that exists is material,Hence for Hobbes, all that exists is material,
even God, and everything is determined.even God, and everything is determined.
Many took Hobbes to be an atheist.Many took Hobbes to be an atheist.
–– In 1666 Parliament cited his In 1666 Parliament cited his ““atheismatheism”” as as

probable cause of the plague and fire of London!probable cause of the plague and fire of London!

–– His His ““PerniciousPernicious”” books were publicly burned in books were publicly burned in
Oxford in 1683, because of their Oxford in 1683, because of their ““DamnableDamnable
Doctrines Doctrines …… false, seditious, and impious, and false, seditious, and impious, and
most of them most of them …… also Heretical and Blasphemous also Heretical and Blasphemous
…… and destructive of all Government and destructive of all Government””..
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The Evils of The Evils of ““HobbismHobbism””

In 1668, Daniel Scargill of Corpus ChristiIn 1668, Daniel Scargill of Corpus Christi
Cambridge was expelled.  In his publicCambridge was expelled.  In his public
recantation, he confessed:recantation, he confessed:

““I have lately vented and publickly asserted I have lately vented and publickly asserted ……
divers wicked, blasphemous, and Atheisticaldivers wicked, blasphemous, and Atheistical
positions positions …… professing that I gloried to be an professing that I gloried to be an
HobbistHobbist and an  and an AtheistAtheist  ……  Agreeably unto  Agreeably unto
which principles I have lived in greatwhich principles I have lived in great
licentiousness, swearing rashly, drinkinglicentiousness, swearing rashly, drinking
intemperately intemperately …… corrupting others  corrupting others …”…”
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Opposing MaterialismOpposing Materialism

The main The main argumentargument against Hobbist against Hobbist
materialism was to insist on the limited powersmaterialism was to insist on the limited powers
of of ““brute matterbrute matter””, which:, which:
–– is necessarily is necessarily passivepassive or  or inertinert (as demonstrated by (as demonstrated by

the phenomenon of inertia);the phenomenon of inertia);
–– in particular, cannot possibly give rise to mentalin particular, cannot possibly give rise to mental

activity such as perception or thought.activity such as perception or thought.

This point was pressed by Ward (1656), MoreThis point was pressed by Ward (1656), More
(1659), Stillingfleet (1662), Tenison (1670),(1659), Stillingfleet (1662), Tenison (1670),
Cudworth (1678), Glanvill (1682), LockeCudworth (1678), Glanvill (1682), Locke
(1690).(1690).
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BoyleBoyle’’s Corpuscularianisms Corpuscularianism

Though Hobbist materialismThough Hobbist materialism
was anathema, was anathema, physicalphysical
mechanism thrived in England:mechanism thrived in England:
–– Robert Boyle, with an interest inRobert Boyle, with an interest in

chemistry and based in Oxford,chemistry and based in Oxford,
speculated that materialspeculated that material

substances are composed of imperceptiblesubstances are composed of imperceptible
““corpusclescorpuscles”” made of  made of ““universal matteruniversal matter””.  His.  His
term term ““corpuscularianismcorpuscularianism”” conveniently avoided conveniently avoided
the atheistic associations of ancient the atheistic associations of ancient ““atomismatomism””
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Atoms and the VoidAtoms and the Void

BoyleBoyle’’s universal matter is both extendeds universal matter is both extended
and and impenetrableimpenetrable, so unlike Descartes he, so unlike Descartes he
can draw a distinction between:can draw a distinction between:
–– impenetrable extension (i.e. matter)impenetrable extension (i.e. matter)
–– penetrable extension (i.e. empty space)penetrable extension (i.e. empty space)
He retains DescartesHe retains Descartes’’ primary-secondary primary-secondary
quality distinction: observable quality distinction: observable ““secondarysecondary””
qualities of substances flow from how thequalities of substances flow from how the
corpuscles are physically arranged.corpuscles are physically arranged.
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Meanwhile,Meanwhile,
in the Heavens in the Heavens ……

In 1627 Johannes Kepler published tablesIn 1627 Johannes Kepler published tables
enabling the calculation of planetary positionsenabling the calculation of planetary positions
to an accuracy which turned out to be overto an accuracy which turned out to be over
1000 times better than any previous method.1000 times better than any previous method.
KeplerKepler’’s method is based on the hypothesiss method is based on the hypothesis
that each planet moves in an that each planet moves in an ellipseellipse around around
the Sun (which is at one the Sun (which is at one ““focusfocus”” of the ellipse). of the ellipse).
The methodThe method’’s sheer accuracy led over time tos sheer accuracy led over time to
general acceptance of that hypothesis.general acceptance of that hypothesis.
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Newtonian PhysicsNewtonian Physics

Isaac Newton tookIsaac Newton took
DescartesDescartes’’ concept of concept of
inertia, and Boyleinertia, and Boyle’’s theorys theory
of of ““atoms and the voidatoms and the void””, but, but

postulated a force of gravity acting through it.postulated a force of gravity acting through it.
–– If gravity acts in inverse proportion to the squareIf gravity acts in inverse proportion to the square

of the distance between two objects, and bodiesof the distance between two objects, and bodies
accelerate in proportion to the total force actingaccelerate in proportion to the total force acting
on them, then the elliptical motion of the planetson them, then the elliptical motion of the planets
around the Sun can be elegantly explained.around the Sun can be elegantly explained.
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Refuting Aristotle and DescartesRefuting Aristotle and Descartes

NewtonNewton’’s theory could also predict s theory could also predict –– using using
the very same equations the very same equations –– the motion of the motion of
cannonballs etc. on Earth.cannonballs etc. on Earth.
–– Another nail in the coffin of the AristotelianAnother nail in the coffin of the Aristotelian

supposition that heavenly bodies act differently.supposition that heavenly bodies act differently.
In his In his Philosophiae Naturalis PrincipiaPhilosophiae Naturalis Principia
MathematicaMathematica (1687), Newton also proved (1687), Newton also proved
mathematical results indicating that a vortexmathematical results indicating that a vortex
could not possibly generate elliptical motion.could not possibly generate elliptical motion.
–– DescartesDescartes’’ theory was thereby discredited. theory was thereby discredited.
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Gravitation and IntelligibilityGravitation and Intelligibility

Newtonian gravity acts at a distance withNewtonian gravity acts at a distance with
no intermediate mechanical connexionno intermediate mechanical connexion..
–– But this is deeply But this is deeply ““unintelligibleunintelligible””..
–– Descartes had objected to the idea of gravityDescartes had objected to the idea of gravity

as as ““occultoccult””: one body would have to : one body would have to ““knowknow””
where the other was to move towards it.where the other was to move towards it.

–– Many Newtonians took the operation ofMany Newtonians took the operation of
gravity to be proof of divine action, a newgravity to be proof of divine action, a new
resource against Hobbist materialism.resource against Hobbist materialism.

–– Newton took a more Newton took a more instrumentalistinstrumentalist attitude. attitude.
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NewtonNewton’’s Methodologicals Methodological
InstrumentalismInstrumentalism

NewtonNewton’’s public response to the objection:s public response to the objection:
““Hypotheses non fingoHypotheses non fingo””

–– ““I feign no hypothesesI feign no hypotheses””;  there;  there’’s no obligation tos no obligation to
invent speculations about how gravity operatesinvent speculations about how gravity operates
(at least until more evidence comes to light(at least until more evidence comes to light
giving a basis for more than giving a basis for more than meremere hypothesis). hypothesis).

–– If the gravitational equations (etc.) correctlyIf the gravitational equations (etc.) correctly
describe the observed behaviour of objects,describe the observed behaviour of objects,
then that theory should be accepted whateverthen that theory should be accepted whatever
the unperceived underlying reality might be.the unperceived underlying reality might be.
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John LockeJohn Locke

Established Established ““BritishBritish
EmpiricistEmpiricist”” tradition; tradition;
Hugely influential also inHugely influential also in
political philosophy;political philosophy;
Christ Church, 1652-84;Christ Church, 1652-84;
Essay concerningEssay concerning
Human UnderstandingHuman Understanding
and and Two Treatises ofTwo Treatises of
GovernmentGovernment, 1690., 1690.
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Locke and CorpuscularianismLocke and Corpuscularianism

LockeLocke’’s s EssayEssay took Boyle took Boyle’’s s ““corpusculariancorpuscularian
hypothesishypothesis”” as the best available: as the best available:
–– BoyleBoyle’’s s ““universal matteruniversal matter”” becomes  becomes ““substancesubstance

in generalin general””; ; ““impenetrabilityimpenetrability”” becomes  becomes ““soliditysolidity””..
–– Underlying substance has Underlying substance has primary qualitiesprimary qualities::

shape, size, movement etc., texture, solidity.shape, size, movement etc., texture, solidity.
–– Secondary qualitiesSecondary qualities (e.g. colour, smell, taste) are (e.g. colour, smell, taste) are

powerspowers to cause ideas in us. to cause ideas in us.
–– Primary qualities in objects Primary qualities in objects resembleresemble our ideas our ideas

of them; secondary qualities do not.of them; secondary qualities do not.
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Empiricism and EssencesEmpiricism and Essences

Locke is Locke is empiricistempiricist, and modest , and modest ……
–– All our ideas are derived from experience, soAll our ideas are derived from experience, so

we canwe can’’t rely on Cartesian t rely on Cartesian ““innate ideasinnate ideas””..
–– (Virtually) all knowledge of the world comes(Virtually) all knowledge of the world comes

from experience, and hence must be tentative.from experience, and hence must be tentative.
–– We presume a We presume a ““real essencereal essence””: an underlying: an underlying

structure giving rise to the observed propertiesstructure giving rise to the observed properties
of substances, and their similarity.of substances, and their similarity.

–– However we have to make do with relying onHowever we have to make do with relying on
““nominal essencenominal essence””: the observable properties: the observable properties
by which we identify and sort things.by which we identify and sort things.
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LockeLocke’’s Probabilisms Probabilism

Reason is a Reason is a perceptualperceptual faculty: rational faculty: rational
argument involves argument involves perceivingperceiving truths and truths and
inferential connexions.inferential connexions.
–– DemonstrationDemonstration is when a sequence of  is when a sequence of intuitiveintuitive

connexions leads from premise to conclusion.connexions leads from premise to conclusion.
But reason does not operate only throughBut reason does not operate only through
logical demonstration, yielding certainty:logical demonstration, yielding certainty:
–– Reason can also perceive Reason can also perceive probableprobable

connexions, which can be sequencedconnexions, which can be sequenced
together to generate together to generate probable reasoningprobable reasoning..
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LockeLocke’’s Rationalisms Rationalism

Despite his epistemological modesty, LockeDespite his epistemological modesty, Locke
seems committed to an ideal of intelligibility:seems committed to an ideal of intelligibility:
–– ““if we could discover the if we could discover the …… Texture [etc.]  Texture [etc.] …… of of

the minute Constituent parts of the minute Constituent parts of …… Bodies,  Bodies, wewe
should know without Trialshould know without Trial several of their several of their
Operations Operations …”…” ( (EssayEssay IV iii 25) IV iii 25)

–– The existence of God is provable with certainty,The existence of God is provable with certainty,
since since ““it is as impossible that incogitative Matterit is as impossible that incogitative Matter
should produce a cogitative Being, as thatshould produce a cogitative Being, as that
nothing nothing …… should produce  should produce …… Matter. Matter.””  (IV x 11)  (IV x 11)
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Thinking Matter and InertnessThinking Matter and Inertness

But Locke speculated that God could, if heBut Locke speculated that God could, if he
wished, wished, ““superaddsuperadd”” thought to matter. thought to matter.
–– Provoked great hostility, opponents arguingProvoked great hostility, opponents arguing

that thought is an that thought is an ““activeactive”” power, requiring an power, requiring an
immaterial soul rather than brute matter.immaterial soul rather than brute matter.

–– Matter only has primary qualities and whatMatter only has primary qualities and what
directly flows from them.directly flows from them.

–– Matter is clearly Matter is clearly ““passivepassive”” or  or ““inertinert””, as, as
indicated by phenomenon of indicated by phenomenon of inertiainertia..

–– If matter could think, what of immortality?If matter could think, what of immortality?
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Locke on Personal IdentityLocke on Personal Identity

Agnosticism about substances gave LockeAgnosticism about substances gave Locke
a particular problem with personal identity.a particular problem with personal identity.
–– Our experience gives us no insight into theOur experience gives us no insight into the

nature of mental nature of mental ““substancesubstance””, only its activity., only its activity.
–– Analogy with plants suggests an organismAnalogy with plants suggests an organism’’ss

identity is not tied to its constituent substance.identity is not tied to its constituent substance.
–– The notion of personal identity is The notion of personal identity is ““forensicforensic””::

vital in issues of morality and responsibility.vital in issues of morality and responsibility.
Locke attempts to ground this vital notionLocke attempts to ground this vital notion
in consciousness and memory.in consciousness and memory.
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The Powers of MatterThe Powers of Matter

Most were deeply unhappy with a view of manMost were deeply unhappy with a view of man
that was compatible with materialism, whichthat was compatible with materialism, which
they saw as atheistical and they saw as atheistical and mortalist.mortalist.
Again, their main argument was that matter isAgain, their main argument was that matter is
passive and inert, so it cannot passive and inert, so it cannot perceiveperceive or  or thinkthink
(Descartes, Cudworth etc.), or (Descartes, Cudworth etc.), or attract gravitat-attract gravitat-
ionallyionally (various Newtonians); hence there must (various Newtonians); hence there must
be a non-material substance with these effects.be a non-material substance with these effects.
OccasionalismOccasionalism and  and ImmaterialismImmaterialism pushed this pushed this
line of thought much further line of thought much further ……
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Nicolas MalebrancheNicolas Malebranche

The leading Cartesian ofThe leading Cartesian of
the late 17the late 17thth century. century.
Often now ignored, butOften now ignored, but
influential in England asinfluential in England as
well as his native France.well as his native France.

Built on the claim of matterBuilt on the claim of matter’’s inertness,s inertness,
developing the theory of developing the theory of occasionalismoccasionalism..
Though considered a Though considered a ““rationalistrationalist””, he was a, he was a
major influence on the major influence on the ““empiricistempiricist”” Berkeley. Berkeley.
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Malebranche and CausationMalebranche and Causation

Matter is inert, and has no causal impactMatter is inert, and has no causal impact
on the world; the only cause is God.on the world; the only cause is God.
–– A real cause must A real cause must necessitatenecessitate its effect, but we its effect, but we

can conceive any physical can conceive any physical ““causecause”” occurring occurring
without its without its ““effecteffect””, so it can, so it can’’t be a real cause.t be a real cause.

–– Only the will of an omnipotent Being can trulyOnly the will of an omnipotent Being can truly
necessitate an effect in this sense.necessitate an effect in this sense.

–– God sustains the world, in effect re-creating itGod sustains the world, in effect re-creating it
from moment to moment (as Descartes taught),from moment to moment (as Descartes taught),
hence again He brings everything about.hence again He brings everything about.
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MalebrancheMalebranche’’s Occasionalisms Occasionalism

MalebrancheMalebranche’’s theory implies that physicals theory implies that physical
objects are not real causes.objects are not real causes.
–– Instead they are Instead they are ““occasionaloccasional”” causes: when causes: when

one billiard ball hits another, this provides theone billiard ball hits another, this provides the
occasionoccasion for God to cause the second to move for God to cause the second to move
(by re-creating it in a sequence of positions).(by re-creating it in a sequence of positions).

–– God also creates the visual perceptions in ourGod also creates the visual perceptions in our
mind corresponding to this physical reality.mind corresponding to this physical reality.

–– But then why not do away with the physicalBut then why not do away with the physical
reality entirely, as it seems to play no role?reality entirely, as it seems to play no role?
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George BerkeleyGeorge Berkeley

Irish Anglican, 1685-1753,Irish Anglican, 1685-1753,
buried in Christ Church.buried in Christ Church.
““British empiricistBritish empiricist””, but, but
closer to Malebranche thancloser to Malebranche than
to either Locke or Hume.to either Locke or Hume.

ImmaterialismImmaterialism: the only things that exist are: the only things that exist are
(active) spirits and (passive) (active) spirits and (passive) ““ideasideas””..
God orchestrates our ideas, so objects in theGod orchestrates our ideas, so objects in the
world appear in an orderly fashion.world appear in an orderly fashion.
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BerkeleyBerkeley’’s Immaterialisms Immaterialism

BerkeleyBerkeley’’s immaterialism is essentiallys immaterialism is essentially
occasionalism without the material world.occasionalism without the material world.
But he uses a different set of arguments,But he uses a different set of arguments,
appealing to perception and meaning-appealing to perception and meaning-
empiricism rather than to metaphysics:empiricism rather than to metaphysics:
–– Combines Lockean principle that only ideas areCombines Lockean principle that only ideas are

immediately perceived, with plain manimmediately perceived, with plain man’’s beliefs belief
that trees etc. are immediately perceived;that trees etc. are immediately perceived;

–– Denies intelligibility of perceived objects (orDenies intelligibility of perceived objects (or
anything resembling them) existing unperceived.anything resembling them) existing unperceived.
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Perception According to LockePerception According to Locke

Idea in the mindIdea in the mind
(directly perceived)(directly perceived)

Material objectMaterial object
(cause of the idea)(cause of the idea)

The The ““Veil of perceptionVeil of perception”” problem: how can we problem: how can we
know whether there know whether there isis a real material object? a real material object?
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Perception According to BerkeleyPerception According to Berkeley

Idea in the mind = the treeIdea in the mind = the tree
(directly perceived; caused by God)(directly perceived; caused by God)

No veil of perception problem, because what weNo veil of perception problem, because what we
directly perceive (i.e. the idea) directly perceive (i.e. the idea) isis the tree. the tree.
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Berkeley on Primary andBerkeley on Primary and
Secondary QualitiesSecondary Qualities

We can be mistaken about PQs just as aboutWe can be mistaken about PQs just as about
SQs: they too are SQs: they too are in the mindin the mind..
All ideas are derived from experience, henceAll ideas are derived from experience, hence
our ideas of PQs (e.g. shape) are infusedour ideas of PQs (e.g. shape) are infused
with those of the sensory SQs by which wewith those of the sensory SQs by which we
perceive them (e.g. a colour that fills theperceive them (e.g. a colour that fills the
space).  PQs without SQs are space).  PQs without SQs are inconceivableinconceivable..
We cannot make any sense of somethingWe cannot make any sense of something
non-mental non-mental resemblingresembling an idea. an idea.
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BerkeleyBerkeley’’s Instrumentalisms Instrumentalism

Immaterialism might seem to undermineImmaterialism might seem to undermine
physical science, but Berkeley (followingphysical science, but Berkeley (following
Newton) advocated instrumentalism:Newton) advocated instrumentalism:
–– The aim of science is to discover The aim of science is to discover ““lawslaws”” that that

generate true predictions about phenomena.generate true predictions about phenomena.
–– It is irrelevant whether the theoretical entitiesIt is irrelevant whether the theoretical entities

(e.g. forces) invoked have any real existence.(e.g. forces) invoked have any real existence.
–– God benevolently arranges the observedGod benevolently arranges the observed

phenomena to follow these patterns, as phenomena to follow these patterns, as ““signssigns””
to enable us to direct our lives.to enable us to direct our lives.
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David Hume, The Great InfidelDavid Hume, The Great Infidel

Scottish, 1711-76Scottish, 1711-76
Treatise of HumanTreatise of Human
Nature 1739Nature 1739
EssaysEssays (various) 1741- (various) 1741-
Enquiries concerningEnquiries concerning
Human UnderstandingHuman Understanding
17481748, and Principles of, and Principles of
MoralsMorals 1751 1751
Dialogues ConcerningDialogues Concerning
Natural ReligionNatural Religion 1779 1779
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Building on Newton and LockeBuilding on Newton and Locke

NewtonianismNewtonianism
–– Newton provides a model of good science,Newton provides a model of good science,

modestly aiming modestly aiming ““to rto reduce the principles,educe the principles,
productive of natural phenomena, to a greaterproductive of natural phenomena, to a greater
simplicity, and to resolve the many particularsimplicity, and to resolve the many particular
effects into a few general causeseffects into a few general causes””. (. (EE 30) 30)

ProbabilismProbabilism
–– Locke is right to emphasise Locke is right to emphasise probabilityprobability rather rather

than than demonstrationdemonstration as the basis for our as the basis for our
discovery of truths about the world.  BUT discovery of truths about the world.  BUT ……
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Hume on Mechanical CausationHume on Mechanical Causation

Suppose we see a white billiard ball movingSuppose we see a white billiard ball moving
towards a red one and colliding with it.  Whytowards a red one and colliding with it.  Why
do we expect the red one to move?do we expect the red one to move?
Imagine Adam, newly created by God,Imagine Adam, newly created by God,
trying to envisage what would happen:  howtrying to envisage what would happen:  how
could be possibly have any idea at all incould be possibly have any idea at all in
advance of experience?advance of experience?
The The ““intelligibilityintelligibility”” of mechanical causation of mechanical causation
is just an illusion, engendered by familiarity.is just an illusion, engendered by familiarity.
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Science and IntelligibilityScience and Intelligibility

Methodological InstrumentalismMethodological Instrumentalism
–– AllAll causation is  causation is ““unintelligibleunintelligible””: we don: we don’’t reallyt really

understandunderstand why  why anythinganything causes  causes anythinganything..
–– Malebranche and Berkeley had the right ideaMalebranche and Berkeley had the right idea

about natural causes: there is no intelligibleabout natural causes: there is no intelligible
connexion between cause and effect, so weconnexion between cause and effect, so we
must view must view allall  ““natural lawsnatural laws”” instrumentally instrumentally
(and not just Newton(and not just Newton’’s law of gravitation).s law of gravitation).

–– But in HumeBut in Hume’’s universe theres universe there’’s no role fors no role for
God: itGod: it’’s a sort of atheistic occasionalism!s a sort of atheistic occasionalism!
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Hume on InductionHume on Induction

Does Does experienceexperience of impacting billiard balls of impacting billiard balls
give me a good reason for expecting the redgive me a good reason for expecting the red
ball to move after the collision?ball to move after the collision?
If so, I must have a good reason for takingIf so, I must have a good reason for taking
my past experience as a guide to the future.my past experience as a guide to the future.
But resemblance of the future to the past isnBut resemblance of the future to the past isn’’tt
self-evident, and I canself-evident, and I can’’t know it through thet know it through the
senses.  Nor can it be proved logically, whilesenses.  Nor can it be proved logically, while
appealing to experience to support it wouldappealing to experience to support it would
be be ““begging the questionbegging the question””: arguing in a circle.: arguing in a circle.
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Humean Humean ““ReasonReason””

Against Against LockeanLockean  ““Rationalistic ProbabilismRationalistic Probabilism””
–– Lack of Lack of ““intelligibilityintelligibility”” does not merely imply that does not merely imply that

our judgements about the world are our judgements about the world are uncertainuncertain;;
we cannot even claim to have any rationalwe cannot even claim to have any rational
grasp of, or insight into, grasp of, or insight into, probableprobable connexions. connexions.

The Foundation of InductionThe Foundation of Induction
–– Scientific (like all empirical) reasoning isScientific (like all empirical) reasoning is

founded not on insight, but on a brutefounded not on insight, but on a brute
assumption assumption that the future will resemble thethat the future will resemble the
pastpast, for which no solid basis can be given., for which no solid basis can be given.
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ManMan’’s Place in Natures Place in Nature

Not Not ““Made in GodMade in God’’s Images Image””
–– Our Reason is a natural faculty (rather than anyOur Reason is a natural faculty (rather than any

sort of godlike insight).  Theresort of godlike insight).  There’’s no basis fors no basis for
thinking of man as supernaturally privileged;thinking of man as supernaturally privileged;
instead, he should be viewed as part of theinstead, he should be viewed as part of the
natural world, alongside the beasts.natural world, alongside the beasts.

A Subject of Empirical StudyA Subject of Empirical Study
–– The human world, like the natural world, can beThe human world, like the natural world, can be

known only through observation, experiment,known only through observation, experiment,
systematisation and generalisation.systematisation and generalisation.
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Hume on Free WillHume on Free Will

Hume, like Hobbes, is a Hume, like Hobbes, is a compatibilistcompatibilist, seeing, seeing
moral freedom as compatible with determinism.moral freedom as compatible with determinism.
Human actions are Human actions are necessarynecessary in the same in the same
sense as material interactions (indeed we cansense as material interactions (indeed we can
only understand necessity in one way, based ononly understand necessity in one way, based on
our own habits of prediction).our own habits of prediction).
Free will is simply having the power to act asFree will is simply having the power to act as
our will dictates.our will dictates.
This doesnThis doesn’’t undermine moral responsibilityt undermine moral responsibility
because morality is based on because morality is based on sentimentsentiment..
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The Elephant in the RoomThe Elephant in the Room

Theological concerns underlieTheological concerns underlie
most philosophy over this period.most philosophy over this period.
In the Medieval picture, thingsIn the Medieval picture, things
operate through operate through ““naturesnatures”” and purposes laid and purposes laid
down by God. Moving from an Aristotelian to adown by God. Moving from an Aristotelian to a
mechanical model of nature removes themechanical model of nature removes the
purposes, and threatens an atheistic universe.purposes, and threatens an atheistic universe.
Religious disagreement also underminesReligious disagreement also undermines
appeal to traditional authority appeal to traditional authority –– encouraging a encouraging a
search for something to take its place.search for something to take its place.
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A (Very Simplistic) A (Very Simplistic) ““Big PictureBig Picture””

PhysicsPhysics MoralsMorals PoliticsPolitics

MedievalMedieval
GovernedGoverned
by naturalby natural
motionsmotions

RevealedRevealed
truth andtruth and

natural lawnatural law

King isKing is
divinelydivinely
ordainedordained

EarlyEarly
ModernModern

Inert matter,Inert matter,
mechanicalmechanical
causation,causation,

forcesforces

Revelation?Revelation?
Reason?Reason?

Moral sense?Moral sense?
Feeling?Feeling?

Natural right?Natural right?
Reason?Reason?
Contract?Contract?

Raw power?Raw power?
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In the Wake of Mechanistic ScienceIn the Wake of Mechanistic Science

The world differs radically from how it appears:The world differs radically from how it appears:
our best theory attributes our best theory attributes primary qualitiesprimary qualities to to
bodies, with bodies, with secondary qualitiessecondary qualities explained explained
through a through a representative theory of perceptionrepresentative theory of perception..
This invites This invites scepticismscepticism: if we can: if we can’’t trust ourt trust our
natural faculties to yield truth directly, thennatural faculties to yield truth directly, then
how can we know what things are really like?how can we know what things are really like?
If the actions of If the actions of bodybody are explained mechan- are explained mechan-
ically, then how can ically, then how can mindmind fit in?  The relation fit in?  The relation
between them seems completely mysterious.between them seems completely mysterious.
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Moreover a completely mechanical account ofMoreover a completely mechanical account of
the actions of body implies that our behaviourthe actions of body implies that our behaviour
is determined.  What then of is determined.  What then of free willfree will, and how, and how
can divine punishment be justified?can divine punishment be justified?
Reward or punishment relies on the premise ofReward or punishment relies on the premise of
personal identitypersonal identity over time, and the afterlife over time, and the afterlife
requires this to withstand bodily dissolution.requires this to withstand bodily dissolution.
How can we make sense of this, so as toHow can we make sense of this, so as to
safeguard both religion and morality?safeguard both religion and morality?
If Hume is right, we canIf Hume is right, we can’’t.  And our attempts tot.  And our attempts to
make sense of the world are anyway doomedmake sense of the world are anyway doomed
by the limits of our faculties, as shown by ourby the limits of our faculties, as shown by our
inability to justify even basic inability to justify even basic inductioninduction..
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Immanuel Kant (1783)Immanuel Kant (1783)

Hume Hume has to behas to be wrong, wrong,
because we have clearbecause we have clear
examples of examples of ““synthetic synthetic aa
prioripriori”” knowledge: truths knowledge: truths

about the world knowable independently ofabout the world knowable independently of
experience, that we see experience, that we see had to behad to be that way: that way:
–– Metaphysical principles (e.g. universal causation)Metaphysical principles (e.g. universal causation)
–– Euclidean geometry (e.g. PythagorasEuclidean geometry (e.g. Pythagoras’’ theorem) theorem)
–– Newtonian mechanics (e.g. conservation ofNewtonian mechanics (e.g. conservation of

momentum).momentum).
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HumeHume’’s Triumph!s Triumph!
DarwinDarwin’’s s On the Origin of SpeciesOn the Origin of Species (1859) (1859)
–– We are evolved from animals, part of nature.We are evolved from animals, part of nature.
EinsteinEinstein’’s General Relativity (1915)s General Relativity (1915)
–– Space is gravitationally Space is gravitationally ““curvedcurved””..
–– So EuclidSo Euclid’’s axioms probably arens axioms probably aren’’t true, andt true, and

theythey’’re certainly re certainly notnot knowable  knowable a prioria priori..

Quantum Mechanics (1925)Quantum Mechanics (1925)
–– Fundamental particles donFundamental particles don’’t work at all as wet work at all as we

(or Newton) would have expected: their(or Newton) would have expected: their
behaviour is behaviour is describabledescribable, but , but notnot  ““intelligibleintelligible””..
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